
 

 

Karta Legal LLC enters into Strategic Partnership with JusticeBid to further DEI innovation with clients 

NEW YORK, February 3, 2022 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) - - Karta Legal LLC, an award-winning legal operations and 
management consulting firm providing services to legal departments and law firms, and JusticeBid, a diversity 
analytics and e-sourcing platform, have entered into a strategic partnership to bring the full range of DEI innovation 
services to Karta Legal’s clients. Karta Legal will combine its impeccable DEI process optimization techniques with 
JusticeBid’s DEI data analytics to immediately begin delivering the tools and roadmap for fueling DEI programs. 

Lourdes Fuentes Slater, Karta Legal’s Founder & CEO, shared: "Having successfully navigated private practice as a 
Latina lawyer, I know where the pitfalls are and how to address them.” This personal experience has driven Karta 
Legal’s relentless push to call attention to the lack of progress the legal industry has made in the DEI space for years 
and to tackle DEI challenges in organizations with the goal of increasing the ranks of women and minority lawyers. 
 
JusticeBid optimizes corporate law departments’ DEI programs by taking on the burden of complex diversity data 
tracking of outside counsel, thereby saving in-house resources, enabling law departments to skip the data collection 
and analysis process, and at the same time, significantly reduce the number of firmwide surveys that law firms are 
asked to complete. 
 
Working with corporate legal departments that utilize JusticeBid’s platform and analytics to gather actionable data 
and metrics, Karta Legal will show where successes and failures reside in building robust diversity programs. Armed 
with this information, Karta Legal will apply its proven business and process improvement methodologies to forge an 
optimal path in achieving immediate and significant strides for both legal departments and law firms. Karta Legal 
goes beyond training, retreats, and mentoring. Karta Legal executes a continuous process improvement framework 
with the data analytics and metrics to back it up. Karta Legal’s approach is innovative, makes business sense, and 
is an undisputable value add to the legal departments demanding their firms do better. Slater added, “I cannot be 
prouder to join Omar Sweiss and JusticeBid's passion and advocacy to this effort.” 
 
“I’m excited to be working with Lourdes and the Karta Legal LLC team. Lourdes is someone deeply passionate about 
and committed to advancing DEI via action, and that is exactly the kind of partnership we welcome to our family. I’ve 
said it time in and time out, it will take a coalescing of the ecosystem to fundamentally shift the trajectory of diversity 
progress,” said Omar Sweiss, Founder & CEO of JusticeBid. “Adding Karta Legal to the JusticeBid ecosystem only 
adds leverage in continuing to make diversity the focus in our community.” 
 
About Karta Legal LLC 
Karta Legal is a legal operations and management consulting firm headquartered in New York. It is a unicorn in the 
legal space by virtue both of being 100% women and minority owned and its unique approach to change management 
and process improvement. Recognized by the National Law Journal as a Legal Technology Trailblazer, the mission 
of the company is to redesign the future of the profession and innovate the delivery of legal services using the path 
of people first, process second, and technology third. With a team of lawyers, process experts, and legal technologists 
in its ranks, Karta Legal offers a winning recipe of talent and curated process improvement tools that guarantees the 
success of any innovation initiative. Visit us at kartalegal.com to learn more. 
 
About JusticeBid 
JusticeBid, headquartered in Chicago, is a minority-owned diversity analytics and e-sourcing company transforming 
how companies embed Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion into their business operations through data intelligence and 
transparency tools, and is a founding member of the “Operation Empowering Change” initiative designed to facilitate 
DEI data collection to support change in the legal industry. Legal operations teams also rely on JusticeBid’s robust 
RFP/e-auction SaaS technology to save time and money in sourcing legal services, while driving diverse 
representation on their matters. Learn more at justicebid.com. 
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